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latest outstanding effort
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II know what II know
Matt Novenson asks the
tough questions:
qut!stions: What is
knowl
proper warrant for knowledge? Should we even
care?
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Canada. ..
0O Canada...
...Thy
Thy elections were not
...
so close as ours. Lucky
Canucks.
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Covenant's newest
In formulating Covenant’s
strategy to increase enrollment, vice
president for planning Harry Pinner
went back to the books - textbooks, that
is.
IS.
The college this week announced aa,
new program designed to reward stustu
dents who successfully recruit new
freshman to Covenant, by giving them
credit on textbooks in the Tuck Shoppe.
The Student Partnership Program
was announced to the student body by
brochures placed in student mailboxes
on Monday. Pinner said a more detailed
explanation of the plan will soon follow.
“Were trying to find people who
"We're
are good fits [for Covenant], and who
better to do it than the students who are
already good fits?"
fits?” Pinner explained on
"If you work with a student and
Friday. “If
that student comes in the fall, you will
[text The
get a credit on your Tuck Shoppe [textstu
J:'uck Shoppe to stuT he Student Partnership Program will offer textbook credit at the Tuck
bill."
book] bill.”
dents who successfully recruit new freshmen to Covenant. (Photo
(Photo by Aaron Mesh)
A student who brings to Covenant
a new freshman that was not on the .
M
any students already tell friends about
Many
But the crux
admissions department
department'ss mailing list will receive still being worked out, Pinner said. Bur
Covenant,
Pinner said, and the new plan will
·
of
the
plan
rests
hopes
that
stu
stuCovenant
on
credit. The reward for recruit
recruita $200 textbook credit.
spur
others
to join them. "We
“We think much of
can
help
attract
others
to
the
school.
dents
ing
a
new
who
was
on
the
is
list
mailing
student
.
“1 think it has great potential for so many this is already being done. We just want to
"1
$100
$ 100 in credit. The plan encourages students to
it.”
"We spend a lot of reward those who are doing it."
people," Pinner enthused. “We
recruit as many freshmen as they like by giving people,”
W hy isn't
isn’t it fair to
money on recruiting.... Why
more credit for each new recruit.
Please see "Textbooks"
“Textbooks” on Page 3
that?"
Plan's details are reward you for doing that?”
Many of the Partnership Plan’s
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School responds with
caution to behavior flap

A Modest Proposal
The Bagpipe looks at
Covenant’s
Covenant's efforts to
grow, and wonders if
some re-prioritizing
might not be in order.

By H
a rm o n y H
onaker
HONAKER
l:IARMONY
BY

News Editor

Faced with an eruption of confusion and alarm over recently
posed questions regarding modesty, nudity and hall-initiationjprohall-initiation°protocol, the Student Senate and the Student Administrators at
Covenant have chosen to pursue a path of cautious and serious
analysis of the issues before considering a move_
move to more drastic
reform or policy change.
Dean of students Scott Raymond and director of residence life
Barb Schreur say -they
they have taken the administrative lead with an
intentional scrutiny of student life, seeking to get beyond rumors
and surface perceptions and to delve more into the legitimate issues
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Basketball begins
Lady Scots off to strong
start; men lose key players
on the hardwood.
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weekBrassed off: Members o
off the Brass Choir perform at last week
end’s
Madrigals, see ppage
a ge 2.
end's Madrigal dinner. For a closer look at Mar/,rigals,

Please see "Nudity"
“N udity” on Page
Pagr 3
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It's
It’s a Madrigal world
Items needed for one Madrigal dinner:
100
100 chickens
120
off pork
120 pounds o
100 pounds ooff green beans
off carrots
60 pounds o
60 pounds ooff brown rice

The hours
leading up to a
Madrigal dindin
ner are filled
with Yultide
Att top
bustle. A
left, members
of
o f the Brass
Choir prepare
an hour before
Friday's showFriday’s
show
time.

"Coldplay"from
“Coldplay”from Page 6

Meanwhile, at
left, wenches
Ashley and
Allison
Harbert spruce
up a table with
holiday decor.

legions of Oasis imitators. The fourth track on the album, Sparks, is
held together by a heavily jazz-influenced drum beat, while the fifth
0ff the al~um),
track (and first single off
album), Yellow, has a neat little surf-guitar
riff to keep it from becoming repetitive. The title track from the
the·album,
Parachutes, sounds like a lost James Taylor song, thus giving it a touch
of folk music that complements the rest of the album well.
That's
That’s not to say that Coldplay cannot find a distinctive sound-far
from it. Coldplay
Coidplay simply does a masterful job of taking a hodgepodge of
infJuences
influences and sticking them together to form their own creative yet
cohesive sound.
They are not without their faults, however. At times the lyrics can
be simplistic and trite, such as in'the
in·the-song
song Trouble (“Oh
("Oh no,.
no,,II see/Aspisee/A spime ... Oh no, what’s
what's this/A spider web and I'm
der web is tangled up with me...Oh
I’m
caught in the middle").
middle”). But Martin sings these words with such passion
and conviction, that it’s
it's hard not to believe him when he says, "I
“I never
meant to cause you trouble/I never meant to do you wrong.”
wrong."
Regardless, this is a release that rivals their heroes’
heroes' latest, All You
Can't
Can’t Leave Behind. Yes, U2 fans, you heard me - and I heard your col
collective U2-loving mouths make a collective gasp all the way from
from here.
(Face it, kids, their latest is good, but it isn’t
isn't that good.)
.
WC>rse than Parachutes in making an
Certainly, one could do much worse
album purchase, -and,
as far as British rock is concerned, not much bet
and, 'as
bet~
ter.

(All
(Allphotos
photos by
Aaron Mesh)

"Canada"
from Page 8
“Canada”from
Reform party, the New Democratic party, and the Bloc Quebecois - all
with different platforms. The Bloc Quebecois is a separatist party and
the New Democratic party is a socialist party, and both are unique to
Canada. The Progressive Conservative party and the Reformed party
have similar platforms to the Republican party in America, and the
Liberal party has a similar platform to the Democratic party in America.
Imagine if the ·2000
American presidential elections had three main
2000 American
candidates instead of two - Gore, Bush A, and Bush B. Given that there
is almost a 50-50 split between Democratic and Republican voters, Gore
would have won hands down, because the two Bush's
Bush’s would have sp)it
split
the conservative vote. Gore would have received approximately 50% of
the vote, Bush A 25%, and Bush B 25%.
That's
it's like in Canada. Wliile
That’s what it’s
W hile the Liberal party may lose
some votes to the New Democratic party, the conservative vote is split
down the middle between the Progressive Conservative party and the
~eform
Reform party. That’s
elec
That's why the
th~ Liberal party has won in the past three elections.
uons.
You may be wondering why the two conservative parties haven’t
haven't
united yet to stop this split vote. That is exactly what the Reform party
tried to do this past summer. They formed a new party called the
Canadian Alliance party and invited all conservatives to join. A few from
the Progressive Conservative party joined, but most did not. Why
W hy not?
The Progressive Conservative party has been around longer and thought
that the Canadian Alliance // Reform party should join them.
With
W
ith this failure to unite the right, and the conservative vote still
split, the Liberal party thought it an opportune moment to call a federfeder
al election. History proves it was. The Liberals won with 173 seats, just
over half the seats available, enough to win again.

100 pounds of
o f potatoes
20 gallons of
o f wassail
60 gallons ooff potato soup
400
300 to 40
0 Yorkshire puddings

The scene in the kitchen is even busier, as·
as*
workers prepare bread bowls for potato soup
(right) and student employee Kathryn
Kathryn
Brightbill slices bread for stuffing.
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from Page 1I
“N udity”from
''Nudity"
at hand.
Raymond recently sought the insight
Covenant's Student Senate,
and opinion of Covenant’s
placing discussion of recent concerns on the
agenda of the senate's
senates regular Tuesday-night
meetings. Schreur has been in close contact
Covenant's Resident Assistants and
with Covenant’s
Directors, re-emphasizing initiation policies
“safeguards”
and appropriateness concerns as "safeguards"
for the time being.
The uproar began when Covenant
state
freshman Rebekah Brightbill posted a stateW ittenburg Door e-mail dis~
dis
ment on the Wittenburg
cussion board, in which she claimed oncampus nudity, inappropriate hall initiations
“lascivious behavior"
behavior”
and other examples of "lascivious
"the Christian reputation of
are jeopardizing “the
Covenant.” The post was reprinted in the
Covenant."
Bagpipe and touched off a small firestorm of
controversy among students, faculty, parents
and college administrators.
“The issues raised are absolutely essenessen
"The
out," Schreur
tial for us as a college to figure out,”
“Looking at culture, looking at ourour
said. "Looking
selves, and then holding what we see up to
Scripture and finding out where we need to
change is fundamental to what Covenant is
about."
about.”
“At its best, Covenant is a place where
"At
people are completely serious about finding
out the truths of Scripture and applying
them to our lives."
lives.” Schreur said. "At
“At its
worse, though, Covenant is a place where
insularity.
this seriousness turns into dogged insularity.
We’re
We're thankful when issues and questions
like these come up, because they keep
worst."
Covenant from becoming its worst.”
Covenant’s Student Senators echoed ·
Covenant's

ing to figure out how to deal with issues like
co-ed ·rooming,
rooming, and within that, how to deal
transwith a demand for homosexual and trans
gendered rooming options,”
options," Schreur said.
it's really good to be able
“When
"When I hear that, it’s
to say ‘praise
God' that I get to write letters
'praise God’
to parents on issues of righteousness and
care, issues related to dating and modesty
It's good for me,
and appropriateness. It’s
because it makes me remember again to
Covenant."
thank God for a place like Covenant.”

ity
An open letter to the Covenant
community
Covenan t commun
O f late there has been much discussion through media such as The Bagpipe and the Wittenburg Door
Of
As a leadership
o f personal conduct and morality on the Covenant College campus. As
concerning various issues of
situation.
the
body, the Student Senate would like to address
as
not as
are not
. Based on first-hand knowledge and experience, members ooff the Senate feel that the problems are
characpervasive as the amount of
o f generated discussion would suggest. We do not believe flagrant decadence charac
in
terizes Covenant and hold that the campus remains an excellent place for young men and women to grow in
Christ.
communio f immorality should not be taken lightly. Especially in a Christian communi
However, an allegation of
correctIf done correct
ty, we as students should actively pursue exhortations to holiness and personal accountability. If
not be aa
ly, accountability will be on a relational level between individual students in reconciliation; there will not
uestion o
off relying on misinformation. The desire ooff the Senate is that students not foster an attitude ooff conquestion
.
tJ.nity.
emnation, but rather one of
o f love and unity.
demnation,
and initiations.
dancing,
skits,
nudity,
in
Various specific issues have been raised concerning immorality
and ooff
in and
of
of
The Student Senate feels that there are "gray
“gray areas”
in
all
o
f
these
contexts.
None
o
f
them
are
wrong
in
areas"
lines
themselves, but perhaps lend themselves easily to abuse. Therefore, we recommend caution when drawing lines
situabrothers' needs and exercise righteousness in all situa
concerning sin. Very simply, be sensitive to your weaker brothers’
tions.
The solution to these problems is not found in increased administration and legislation. We as students
o f Trustees to prevent our own sin.
should not have to look to Student Development, the faculty, or the Board of
Instead, students should assume primary responsibility for seeking our individual and communal ·spiritual
spiritual _
comCovenant
the
in
increase
com
growth. Through prayer and relational accountability, we will see sanctification
munity.
munity.
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Euthanasia
Legalized
asia Legalized
Euthan
in Netherlands
Netherlands
d. Have reached the conclusion with
the patient that there was no reasonable
alternative
Politics staff writer
e. Have consulted at least one other
By a 104-40 margin in the nation's
nation’s physician
senate, the Netherlands last month
f. Have carried out the procedure in a
fashion”
became the first country in the world to medically appropriate fashion"
Removed provisions included one which
officially legalize euthanasia.
euthan~ia.
W hile it has been tolerated for years allowed 16 - 18 year olds to request
While
in the Netherlands as well as Belgium euthanasia without parental consent.
decrimi
and Switzerland, this vote makes official The practice of euthanasia was decrimithe use of euthanasia as a viable medical nalized, though not legalized, in 1993.
option and sets out guidelines for its use. An understanding that doctors would
· According to the new section 293(2) of not be prosecuted though the practice
“Doctor was not technically legal, and a 12-year
the Dutch Criminal Code a "Doctor
sui prison sentence for the practice of
involved in voluntary euthanasia or suieuthanasia remained on the books.
cide must:
esti
patient's According to Dutch government estia. Be convinced that the patient’s
request was voluntary, well considered mates, 2,216 cases of assisted suicide
and euthanasia were performed in 1999,
and lasting
unreport
b. Be convinced that the patient's
patients sufsuf accompanied by a number of unreported cases which are projected to be
fering was unremitting and unbearable
Have
informed
patient
thethe greater than the number of reported
of of
patient
thethe
informed
c. Have
cases.
situation and prospects
B y JJOSHUA
oshua B
ird
BIRD
BY

both themselves and to the larger Covenant
community in a way not conducive to a
cnuc1sm.
great amount of accurate criticism.
senators' conclusion for
However, the senators’
Raymond regarding the relationship
relationship
between residence life and the well-being of
spiritualstudents - physically, mentally, and spiritual
ly - was overwhelmingly positive.
administration's view
At this point, the administration’s
"My
of the situation is also fairly positive. “My
trya.re try
Christian colleagues at other schools are

Schreur’s estimation in their recent discusdiscus
Schreur's
sions with Raymond, discussions that
focused particularly on the issues of nudity
acknowl
and hall initiations. The senators acknowledged the importance of considering how
colleccollege’s collec
these issues might affect the college's
tive pursuit of righteousness.
At the same time, the senators seemed
con
to agree that a wide variety of issues, concerns, rumors, opinions, perceptions and
isolated incidents had been presented to

“Textbooks”from
from Page 1I
"Textbooks"
recruitPinner said there were a variety of advantages to encouraging students to help in recruit
you're
ing efforts. "You
“You probably know some people to bring to the table that we don't.
don’t. [Also] you
re
here. You know the warts and
the good parts"
parts” of campus life.
The Student Partnership
Plan comes in a year when
Covenant is intensely focused
upon recruitment. In particu
particular, the college is trying to
bring 53 more students to the
school than projected by next
parfall, in an effort at least par
budgettially designed to save budget
ed school projects.
But Pinner said that any
connection drawn between
the Partnership Program and efforts to solve budget woes would be scurrilous. "II want to make
_this clear: We do not have a budget crisis. This is not to bail the college out. This is not an
trouwe're
if we
intention to say, ‘This
re in trou
we'll do this again sometime if
'This is a good year [for it] and we’ll
ble.”
ble."
The Student Partnership Program, he said, is a long-term project, designed to work much
.
like the current Church Partnership Program.
Pinner said the choice of textbook credits as an incentive was far from arbitrary.
“headhunting, far from the
Simply paying students to help with recruitment would be "headhunting,"
college’s intention, Pinner said. And offering Tuck Shoppe credit limits the beneficiaries to
college's
returning Covenant students - so transferring students can’t
can't use _the program to make a little
money before leaving.
stu"It's possible that a stu
“We want to take some of the sting out of buying books, he said. “It’s
"We
books."
wouldn’t have to pay [at all] for books.”
dent wouldn't
Page 3
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BY
B y LAURA
L a u r a BODE
B ode

Features writer
No matter how much a person is told about a culcul
ture before entering it, the shock value still exists. Our
group of Covenant students experienced that shock very
soon after our arrival to China. We made the mistake of
trying to get on a bus during rush hour. If a person has
a problem with being shoved so tightly next to ten other
people so that her feet barely touch the ground, China
is the wrong place to hang out. That was the last time
we made that mistake.
When
W hen we arrived in China, we did not know
what to expect. Everything was so new and different
from western culture. The people stared, spit, and
burped in public. The food was full of lard, grease,
and animals were eaten from head to toe. The land
mainly
m
ainly consisted of either farmland or overcrowdovercrowd
ed cities with dirty, run-down buildings, which
adorned the blue sky.
sky.
The streets were full of cars crossing on the
wrong side of the road, bicycles as thick as
Atlanta traffic, and people stepping out in
crossfront of on-coming traffic, which made cross
ing the street slightly reminiscent of the game
"Frogger".
“Frogger”. Kids wore split pants so that they
could squat down in the street anytime they
needed to defecate. Vendors hassled people
left and right to buy things that nobody
would ever want to buy. Holidays cencen
tered on family, food, and rock-hard
moon cakes shaped and textured like
hockey pucks filled with smelly bean curd.
- However,
However; we soon learned the ins and outs of
Chinese life and fell in love with the culture, the people, and
the history.
history. When we arrived on Yanshan University's
University’s camcam
pus, located in Qinhuangdao about 200 miles east of Beijing
on the Bo Hai Sea, we were treated like celebrities. Everyone
on campus wanted to be our best friend and invited us to
numerous parties held in our honor.
Now, a party might sound like great fun, but the
Chinese have a very different way of partying. _A typical
party might go something like this. We would enter the
room where the party was and instantly about a hundred
Chinese students would clap for us and welcome us. Then
they would flock all around us and ask us questions such as:
"How
“How do you like China?"
China?” or "Can
“Can you use chopsticks?"
chopsticks?” or
“Do you like Chinese
the particularly popular question, "Do
food?” Then the performances would start. The Chinese
food?"
love to dance and to sing, so kareoke was always top on the
list of things to do - and we were not exempt from it. After
“Country Roads"
Roads” by a few off-key renditions of "Country
Bill Mclellan, they stopped asking
us to perform. I

\

think
finally .
they
learned that not all
Americans can sing. However,
amidst all this, we always made lots of
friends at these parties and many of them became real
really close to us.
Perhaps the most prominent difference between eastern
and western culture is the religious tradition. The Chinese
people have not grown up with Christ as part of their histo
histoter
ry. Confucism, Buddhism and Taoism, along with the terrors of Communism, have left the Chinese with no freedom
to follow Christ.
free
A person cannot fully understand what a blessing freecom
dom to worship is until that person is taken out of his como f Christian circles. That is when he
fort zone of
has to face God face to face without hiding
behind his friends or his pastor. Only then can
he see the desperation that the Chinese feel.
Even the ones that want to become Christians
hold back because they fear the government
and the punishment that would ensue if they
took
took that all important step of faith. The
ones that have made the decision now face
not having a strong community of believers
to help them in their walk or even help
them understand the Bible.
Bible.
We spent countless hours talking to
students who wanted so badly to believe
but were held back by the tradition of
country. It is tradition that does
their country.
not believe in the supernatural, but only
per
in the world that human eyes can perceive. .II saw in their eyes desperation
for something to believe in, but they
just could not understand. They need
God and they know it. So · many we
talked to believed and so many we
talked to wanted to believe. There
just are not enough willing people to
Page 4

The
Yanda
Hotel
(left)
has
been
home to
Covenant
students
studying in ·
China this
semester.
The student
have classes in ·
the university
library in
Qinhuandao,
China (below
left).

talk
to them about
God.
Three and a half months is
m il
not enough time to share the millions of things that make God, God. The Chinese need
Christ and they need people willing to share with them who
God is. They just need someone to read the Bible to them
and explain what being a Christian is all about, to explain
the sacrifice that Jesus made so that we could live eternally.
The Chinese are such wonderful people. They ·are
are
intelli
marked with politeness, patience, modesty, virtue, intelligence, determination, indifference, and _happiness. This
along with the history, culture, and everything that is China,
mysticism. It has a certain magic that
makes China a land of mysticism.
draws people into it and allows people to fall in love with it.
exception.
We were no exception.
Soon we must leave and that makes us very sad and very
excited. We all miss America with all its modern convenconven
excited.
iences like Wal-Mart, Taco Bell, and people who speak
English. However, we know we will miss China with all its
wonderful people, captivating lifestyle, and beautiful land.
This trip has been full of sharing Christ with a culture
that is in dire need of him, learning who we really are apart
from our comfort zone of western civilization, and sharing a
little bit of America with Chinese students who will most
coun
likely never have the opportunity to live in a foreign country. We learned that we are very blessed to live in a country
were we have freedom of religion, strong Christian friends to
uphold us, and lives that are comfortable in every aspect.
We also learned that Christ is real and that we cannot
just sit around in our little Christian circles for the rest of
Him
our lives. We have to share Him with others that need Him
so desperately.
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j eruselem ...
Next year in Jeruselem...
The Dome o
off the Rock in Jeruselem

Ross
B
o rd a n R
o ss
Bvy JJORDAN
Features writer
I constantly try to remind myself that I am in the Holy Land. I look up as if for the
first time and take notice of everything around me.
An image that bears in m
myy mind at the moment occurred earlier today when a small group
stairof us went down to the Western Wall, or W
ailing Wall. I was standing on a large stone stair
Wailing
way that leads down to the security check and one of the entrances to the Wall Plaza. As I
everywas standing there m
in front of me. I took in every
myy eyes took a snapshot of an image ,in
thing I could at the moment.
At the top of my eyes’
eyes' snapshot was the deep blue sky that seemed like an abyss of
space, and the bright white puffy clouds that complemented the sky and kept me focused
on this earth instead of floating off like a lost balloon. To the left of me was a uniform
stone, tan-colored wall (the kind found throughout Jerusalem) that led up to stone houshous
es in the Jewish Quarter. To the right of me was the Western Wall and above that was the
Temple Mount. And towering in the immense blue sky and snow-like clouds was the
Dome of the Rock, reflecting its golden shine like a sunset hitting the water.
In the center of my frozen frame was a stone stairway leading down to landing
before descending to the plaza. At the bottom of the stairs was a roll of barbwire half
wearway across the path. Above the wire an Orthodox Jew was walking down. He was wear
.ing the age-old fashion of black pants, black coat and black hat. His graybeard came
to a point at the top of his chest. His shilocks (the extra hair grown from just above
and to
i:o the side of the ear) were swinging back and forth below his chin as he took his
careful steps. His face was wrinkled and his light blue eyes, worn yet noble, reflected
his age and held the countless memories of his storied life.
Behind this man two little girls walked down the steps hand in hand. The older
girl was about ten and the younger girl was around six. It was an image of two wide
spectrums in the walk of life.
The girls were Palestinians and had
ha~ navy blue school uniforms on and pink
school packs. The older girl was wearing a shawl, in accordance with Islam, to
cover her head, and both had dark brown eyes that reflected the hope and innoinno
cence of youth.
All the factors added up to make this a moment I never want to forget. An unspoiled and
distinct moment in time, a memory forever cherished on the savanna of my mind, there
for me to conjure up as a window to the life around me.
It has been moments like these that I have experienced since first arriving in the Middle
East. The field trips have added to my life memories and moments that I will never forget.
The fresh 'waters
waters of the Galilee and the towns where Jesus started his ministry and grew
Pena
up gave me a warm fuzzy feeling inside that made me feel at home. The ancient city of Petra
in the bright red colored canyons echoed the whispers of a moment in time when life there
was alive and vibrant.
The Nile River, with its bright blue waters and green riverbanks set against the stark
brown, rising and rolling deserts on either side of the river’s
river's doorstep, confirmed why the
Egyptians thought they were in the center of the world. The many pyramids towering in
the heavens, and the city markets where Egyptians were quick to smile and joke assured me
that the Egyptian people’s
people's happy spirits also towered high into the heavens above their third
world desert.
And above all the holy city of Jerusalem where worlds collide and a melting pot of cul
culincompatures live side by side, similtaniously in violence and harmony, makes Jerusalem incompa
rable to anywhere else in the world.
This semester was the first wave of violence in four years in Israel. It has lasted for more
than two months and
anq tonight, as I was typing this article, I heard the violence outside the

co
m
com^
puter lab. I went up to
the rooftop and heard machine gun rattat-tatting, mortars and tank shot bellowing from 5 miles
.
away in the Palestinian town of Gilo. It was the first time I have actually heard
such an extended amount of firing and it literally sounded like a war going on. I saw
around a half dozen flares shoot up into the air, about three helicopters off in the distance
heading to the area, red tracers from machine guns and the flash of a rocket that fell the
Myy first experience with war. It has definitely made the violence much
sky like lightning. M
more real and stirring to my soul.
Even though the violence is so close I still feel secure and safe. I felt like a spectator
watching something go tragically wrong and helpless to do anything about it.
comBut it has been this
this·way in Israel for half a century and we as Americans cannot com
vioprehend the situation and the effect on the people livirig
living here. Even through all this vio
lence people on both sides live their lives as close to normal as they can. They might live
halfway across the world but they hold the same passions and yearnings in their hearts as
us. They breathe the same air, see the same sky and stars and tread upon the same earth.
The whole world is connected in this, connected in our lives on earth. Being here I have
been reminded of this and feel the more human because of it.

A look at the bums of Oxford
B
y R
achel L
e s te r
LESTER
RACHEL
BY

Features writer

on the sidewalks amidst the grandeur and stateli
stateliness of Oxford, drinking their booze and waiting
for the occasional clink of coins.
You would think that a city with the
brain-power of Oxford could find a way to solve
the problems of poverty and addiction. The
Bodleian library bursts at the seams with millions
and millions of books; brilliant tutors devise bril
brilliant theories and teach brilliant students; vast
endowments are given by the wealthy; grand
cathedrals and chapels are hallowed with sacred
music. Yet the bums sit year after year, hunched
over on the sidewalks and untouched by the brilliance, the
grandeur, or the intellectual theories of Oxford,
Oxford.

Day after
sidealter day they sit on the side
walks amidst the zrandeur
grandeur and
stateliness of
o f Oxford, drinking
their booze and waiting fo
forr the
occasional clink of
o f coins.

Oxford is a strange place of contradictions.
Ever-changing, swirling currents of humanity ebb
and flow between the ancient and static buildings
that flank streets. The buildings have stood still for
centuries, immune to the human traffic and
unchanging under changing hands.
But another contradiction is even closer,
appearing every few hundred feet in the form of a
pair of blank eyes that peer out from under matted
“Spare change?”
change?" a raspy
hair or a dirty knit hat. "Spare
voice repeats like some sort of mantra as the current of
humanity flows past.
• The Oxford bums are an accepted feature of the city, as

unchanging and as ignored as the grand architecture that
surrounds them. They flock to Oxford, drawn by coin-dropping students and generous tourists. Day after day they sit
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A won
wonderfully
Wilde show
derfully Wilde
B y JACK
J a c k PETERSON
P ete rso n
BY
Po p Culture
C u ltu re eeditor
d ito r
Pop
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The Covenant College Drama
Association consistently packed out
impres2 I 5 last month with its impres
Sanderson 215
W ilde’s "The
“The
sive performance of Oscar Wilde's
Earnest.” Under the
Importance of Being Earnest."
direction of Claire Larson, the cast of eleven
Covenant students · donned high-class
Victorian apparel and assumed English
accents as they endeavored to stage the
tremendously popular play that was first
performed in 1895 as a clever commentary
on the social shallowness of the times.
The basic plot of the play revolves
around the engagements of the wealthy-but(Joel Pettigrew) to
parentless John Worthing Qoel
Gwendolyn Fairfax (Christine Iris Alston),
and the ostentatious social schemer
Algernon Moncrieff (Mark Slavovsky) to
Worthing’s ward, Cecily Cardew (Tonia
Mr. Worthing's
McKenna).. The trouble is that both women
McKenna)
believe that their fiances are both named
Earnest, and would not marry them if they
knew otherwise.
otherwise.
The story, filled with hilarious twists,
inane conversations, cleverly illogical social
commentaries, infant-carrying handbags,
“Bunburyists,” and
amorous clergymen, "Bunburyists,"
adult christenings, captivates the viewer
with its borderline absurdity and romantic
humor. Great respect must be paid to any
production that is able to successfully tackle
"The
lighthearted
com plexity of “The
thearted complexity
the ligh
Earnest," and the
Importance of Being Earnest,”
Drama Association did just that.
Except for a few minor instances of
over
momentary memory loss or awkward overstepping of lines, the actors and actresses
appear
performed professionally, while still appearing to enjoy the experience by not taking
themselves too seriously. Joel Pettigrew and
M
ark Slavovsky interacted well as they
Mark

undertook
undertoo k the roles
male
of the two male
leads.
Pettigrew’s
Pettigrew's
J ljg
ability to tackle the
TO
HI
respo nrational and respon
sible, yet excitable
fiw^i
S|
m
character of John
was
W orthing
Worthing
impressive, as was
1mpress1ve,
B If
*j f r
n Ji
Slavovsky’s portrayal
Slavovsky's
''
of the garrulous and
wb «
|P S
"« Iif 1 i ii'
comical Algernon
Moncrieff.
Christine Irft
Ids
Alston convincingly
aged fifty or more
years to play the role
Lady Bracknell, a
old
cantankerous
||fr
^( *
a. s
woman who seeks
iBsy V:
nothing but to
a
maintain
respectable place in
society through an
acceptable marriage
of her daughter.
Alston was a delight i
to watch as she
amusingly delivered
piercing glares to
whoever displeased
Earnest" pose with director
"The Importance ooff Being Earnest”
Brynne
Brynne The play’s
play's the thing: Cast members in “The
her.
Osborne,
as Claire Larson (seated in center, wearing stripes). The oft-rumored Mr. Bunbury is not pictured.
Bracknell’s daughter (Photos courtesy oof f Christine Iris Alston.)
Bracknell's
Gwendolyn, perhaps
enter- ing of the sets by the tuxedo-garbed footmen
was the highlight of the play as she comical
comical- Prism made this production highly enter
Lapish,
butlers played by McGee Lapish,
taining
for
the
audience,
as
was
evidenced
by and butlers
r
fo
social
ly
philosophized
about
marriage
and
ly.
Rodney
Collins,
Mott
Hogg,
and
Ryan
ogg,
H
the
oftentimes
uncontrollable
laughter
and
acceptability.
College
Peterson.
Overall,
the
Covenant
College
Peterson.
the
uproarious
applause
at
the
final
curtain.
Other remarkable performances by
"The
The
T he professionalism of the performance Drama Association staging of “The
Tonia McKenna as the idealistically romanroman
Importance
of
Being
Earnest”
was
a
joy
to
joy
Earnest"
shined
not
only
in
the
competence
of
the
tic Cecily Cardew, Chris Kornman as the
watch
and
a
tremendous
success.
actors,
but
also
in
the
authenticity
of
the
comically verbose minister, and the everboisterous Michelle Higgins as tutor Miss costumes and the furnishings of the set. An
changadded, enjoyable dimension was the chang

§

British
invasion:
at its best
on: U2, Coldplay offer up Brit-pop at
h invasi
Britis
Everything is simple,
but enough .
B y ROB
R o b MACDOUGALL
M a c D o u g a ll
BY

Pop Culture writer

'

U2 has finally released its long-awaited
album. Will
W ill it meet expectations? Roll furfur
What
ther down the pop culture spiral? W
hat do
important
we expect from U2 -— and more importantly, what do we want?
U
2’s All That You Can't
C ant Leave Behind
B ehind
U2's
represents progressive musical energies and
the final relinquishment of the satirical tenten
U 2’s Achtung Baby,
dencies developed in U2's
poor-sell
Zooropa, and culminating in the poor-sefiBut this is not a return to roots, or
ing Pop. Bue
revisitation by a deceased persona. Behind
exudes the idealism and honesty of early
albums (neglected traits in the previous

three albums) but is a musical anomaly. It
doesn’t represent anything U2 has done
doesn't
before or anything else on the market right
now. This, frankly, is good.
Honesty and idealism are traits we used
we've
recently we’ve
to expect from U2, though recendy
had to scratch through layers of hard silver
album’s
glitz .and satire to find them. The album's
“Beautiful Day"
Day” reveals an openly
opener, "Beautiful
“It’s a beautiful day/ Don't
Don’t
carpe diem lyric: "It's
away.” The same optimism is por
porlet it get away."
trayed on "Elevation,"
“Elevation,” immediately catchy
clipped, but the initial optiopti
and lyrically dipped,
mism and candor is soon set aside for more
serious themes.
encapsulates a spectrum of subjects,
U2 encap~ulates
and even approaches lyrical complexity.
over
Political idealism is present but not overwhelming. Bono expresses it through one of

“U 2” on Page
10
Page 10
Please see "U2"
Page6

·Parachutes features
creative, cohesive
sound
B
y N
ic k H
e rn d o n
HERNDON
NICK
BY

Pop Culture writer
Coldplay. I have no idea where this
band gets their name from, but I like it.
Coldplay. Say it. Coldplay. Coldplay. It has
a nice sound to it.
Now, m
ultiply the pleasantness of that
multiply
sound by one hundred, and you have
Coldplay’s
W ith
Parachutes. With
Coldplay's latest album, Parachutes.
music that pays homage to U2 (who they
"heroes" on their web
cite as their musical “heroes”
page), and vocals that rival the high-pitched
Thom
· crooning of Radiohead frontman Thom

Yorke, Parachutes is an example of Brit-pop
at it’s
It’s therefore no surprise that
it's finest. It's
Coldplay
has
quickly
outstripped
outstripped
Radiohead to become currently the most
popular rock band in the UK
U K....
Fortunately for American audiences,
limit
though, this British foursome does not lim
it
sound.
themselves to a diched
cliched Brit-pop sound.
Lead singer Chris Martin has the typical
British-accented high-pitched voice, but it
isn’t
isn't ethereal and weak like those types of
Martin's
voices sometimes sound. Instead, Martin’s
voice is clear and strong, and slighdy
polslightly pol
mel
band's melished, which lends nicely to the band’s
lower music.
Furthermore, to Coldplay’s
Coldplay's credit, that
mellower music is often infused with dashes
of jazz piano and blues guitar, which go a
long way toward setting them apart from the

Please see "Coldplay"
“Coldplay” on Page 2
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P op C ulture

ntial angst
Of Twin
Twinkies
existential
kies and existe
It’s a world of
ofW
hiffenpoofs,, lunch trucks and lingering sadness in Joe College
Whiffenpoofi
It's
ground, Danny spends ways that one mistake can transform the course of a life.
But the plot serves mostly as a clothesline for a series of
novel
moving
the
between two worlds: comical vignettes, some more amusing than others. (A
1980’s Yale, where he sequence involving bowling and an ill-advised bit of civil
1980's
writes papers on Measure disobedience is particularly funny.) But the framework of a
can't quite sustain so many stories, and the end result is
ffor
o r Measure and washes plot can’t
doesn't help that the novel ends
dishes in the lunchroom, a bit underwhelming. It doesn’t
conclusion,
and suburban New Jersey, almost arbitrarily, without coming to any real conclusion.
Jo
Joee College would be little more than a well-crafted piece
father's
where he runs his father’s
weren't
fluff,. perfect for an easy Christmas-break read, if it weren’t
traveling lunch truck of fluff,
that peeks its head into the book from
subtext:that
(known affectionately as for a deeper subtext
occatime to time. It’s
It's the feeling of sadness that Danny occa
the Roach Coach).
- an angst
novel's quieter moments —
Danny speaks in a sionally confesses in the novePs
winning that stems from the slow college-age process of transforming
winning
remarkably
reinvenfel- oneself. College is nothing if not a time of personal reinven
he’s the sort of fel
voice; lie's
'80s,
low who reads Jack tion, and Perrotta, who did in fact attend Yale in the ‘80s,
Kerouac and creates shows us how Danny changes over the course of a year, how
to him.
prose-poems in his head his past becomes less of a burden tb
pictl1e protagonist pic
parry, the
while driving to work:
In one sequence at a dance party,
sleeping tures himself breaking free from previous identities: “High
·"“ The gas stations sleeping
"High
in the heartbroken light ooff school dropped away. The 1970s. New Jersey. The years I’d
I'd
day- spent sitting on the bench, waiting for my shot at gridiron
w ild New Jersey day
the wild
parking glory. The guitars I’d never quite learned to play. The girls
Loh parking
break... The lost
I'd
meters crying Violation! to
I'd lost. The people I'd
who wouldn’t
I’d
wouldn't look at me. The friends I’d
pty spaces on
empty
the em
hurt.
M
y
crummy
jobs.
The
whole
accumulated
summer
My
Street... "
M
ain Street..."
Main
past."
Dann.r weight of the past.”
So we root for Danny
x' But if Danny can escape his past, he has little control of
he's prone to
even though he’s
my, life as a car with no brakes
"I saw my
be shockingly selfish - what he becomes. “I
road," Danny says.
girl- careening down a dangerous mountain road,”
especially after his girl
I'll run you down, or at least leave you
"Get in my way and I’ll
friend turns up pregnant. “Get
Danny
It’s the way D
anny is in the dust. Not because I want to, but simply because I have
It's
to."
forced to deal with the to.”
That existential meditation provides the melancholy
pregnancy that provides
Joee College. Perrotta pushes his otherwise light novel
what serious plot there is heart of Jo
sec- into deeper waters, simply by capturing a feeling: the aching
Joee College. These sec
in Jo
tions are well handled by sadness that comes from knowing you are changing oh so
realizPerrotta, .who gives us a very fast, possibly hurting people in the process, and realiz
you're becoming.
glimpse of the terrifying ing you might not even like who you’re

By A
a r o n MESH
M esh
AARON
Bv
Editor in Chief

“I w
aited uuntil
n til he
waited
'1
was decently out of
o f sight
u llin g a pack of
of
before ppullin~
o f f the shelf
s h elf
Twinkies off
aand
n d tearing
tea rin g open the
e l
wrapper. The sweaty yyelo ff
low missile slid easily off
and I
its cardboard base, and!
sunk my teeth into it in
o f scientific
scien tific
the spirit of
inquiry, tasting the
spongy
fo r ·
spon$l sweetness as iiff for
chewthe first time
tim e and
an d ch
ew 
in
thoughtfully, like an
ingg thoughtfally,
archeologist savoring the
glories of
o f a lost civilizaciviliza
tion."
tion. ”
Tom Perrotta’s
Perrotta's Joe
College may be the first
medinovel to feature a medi
tation on the pleasures
Its not
. of the Twinkie. It's
referthe only eclectic refer
ence in the book. In a
o f the
300-page tale of
junself-discovery of a jun
ior at Yale, Perrotta
manages to include
' extended reflections on
lunch trucks, the art of
highlighting textbooks,
Je ll-0 , a Mafia
green Jell-O,
named
Vito
don
Meatballs, and the peril
of wearing the wrong
cer
bowling shoes in certain parts of suburban Jersey.
it’s the snack cake that
As it turns out, however, it's
Jo e
• serves as a fine metaphor for the book as a whole. Joe
College is light and sweet, but it turns out to be rather
, .insubstantial at its center, and its memory is a sugary
aftertaste that fades after only a few minutes. But
while it lasts, what a lovely little reading experience.
Perrotta's third
Jo
Joee College, published this fall, is Perrotta’s
novel. His last, Election, was made into a rather nasty
resemMTV. But this book bears almost no resem
movie by M1V
at its heart, it’s
it's deeply affectionate
blance to the film: ·at
toward its characters.
And what characters they are. Perrotta fills the
roombook with a long list of eccentrics. There's
There’s the room
mate with an obsessive, possibly unhealthy fascination
with Presidential assassins, the lustful, sweaty dining
"shaggy-haired, foul-mouthed fireplug
hall chef, the “shaggy-haired,
guy” who drives Chuckie's
Chuckie’s Chuck Wagon, and the
of a guy"
fea
m~azine editor whose first issue fealovely literary magazine
tures a short story 'about
‘about a thirteen-year-old nymphonympho
family’s dog for reasons the
maniac who poisons her family's
author chose to leave deliberately vague."
vague.” And perhaps
Whiffenpoofs,
most amusing are the members of the Whiffenpoors,
tuxedo-dad singing group whose version of Help
a tuxedo-clad
Me, Rhonda "made
“made the Beach Boys look like a bunch
buncn
o f swinging anarchists by comparison."
comparison.”
of
Even tl:ie
the slightest characters are magnificently
quirky. Take Eric Storm, a Yale student who wears a
black velvet cape and takes great joy in debating the
“The one and only time Eric and I
slightest of issues. "The
Joe’s narrator recalls, "we
“we got
together," Joe's
had had lunch together,”
argument
ent about
into an unrewarding two-hour argum
whether Less really was More. He kept calling me for
again.”
days afterward, trying to start it up again."
book's firstBut the most vivid character is the books
“Yalie” going through
person narrator, Danny, a "Yalie"
something of an identity crisis.
back
An English major from a working-class back-

proSome things about U2 never change. Their chord pro
gressions will probably never become more complex. But this
disterritory. ·While
W hile remaining dis
"And if the album still charts new musical .territory.
album's more obvious themes, hope. Compare “And
the album’s
over/ And if the day won't
won’t last/ And if our way tinctly themselves, they have avoided repetition or imitation.
night runs over/
hip-hop-ish
It’s just a moment/ this New genres are explored, including the hip-hop-ish
should falter/ Along the stony pass/ It's
Honey," one of
ild Honey,”
"Wild
"Elevation," and the tropical drone of “W
pass” (“Stuck
Moment”) with these lines from “Elevation,”
("Stuck in a Moment")
time will pass"
Can't
"Stuck in a Moment You Can’t
if the few love songs on the disc. “Stuck
“Walk
On”: "and
“and if the darkness is to keep us apart ...
. . . ·And
And if
"Walk On":
Get Out O
f” incorporates a Marvin Gaye-esque rhythm and a
Of"
. . . Oh no, be strong.”
strong."
your glass heart should crack ...
pop chorus reminiscent of
Hope is a theme in almost
“Sweetest
Thing."
"Sweetest Thing.”
inently in
eminently
every cut, most em
Most of tne
the other songs
“W alk On,"
O n,” an exhortation to
"Walk
are difficult to
to place in any
Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of the
particular genre. “Kite”
"Kite" is
snubbed National Democratic
ascendant and climactic, fea
feaLeague in Burma, presently an
turing
turing· symphonic overtures
autocratic state. Idealism hasn't
hasn’t
autocratic•
combined with the Edge’s
disEdge's dis
been so blatant on an album since
tant reverberating guitar work,
“Artists against
"Artists
Bono touted
something that’s
that's been missing ·
something
apartheid” on Rattle and
an d Hum.
apartheid"
for two albums. "When
“W hen I
“Beautiful Day"
Day” seems to
Even "Beautiful
Look at the World”
World" overlays
impli
have deeper environmental implian industrial guitar buzz with
with
cations.
siren synthesizers, and again,
Religious themes find their
that famous Edge echo. “New
"New
niche here too, and Bono is typitypi
subYork”
York" breathes gorgeous sub
cally evasive. Bono, exasperated,
tlety, ends with a driving
"Jesus could you . take the
asks, “Jesus
crescendo of full-throated
time/ To throw a drowning man a
haunt- and then a haunt
melody —
line” indicating that he still hasn't
hasn’t
line"
doesn't
ing echo. Percussion doesn’t
earth” he's
he’s
"heaven on earth"
found the “heaven
intrude upon “Grace”
"Grace" until
been looking for ("Peace
(“Peace on
two
minutes
into
the song,
Earth”).
But
contrast
this
search
Earth''). ·But
which ends the album on a
for earthly perfection with the
soothing key.
more Protestant themes of
"In a
M y favorite track is “In
My
“Grace.”
"Grace." This final track ·is more
effecW hile”-- simple melodically
melodica,lly and rhythmically, but effec
“is a thought that changed Little While"
assuring; Bono proclaims that grace "is
preverything is understated in every way compared to pre
Everything
the world.”
“W hat once was hurt/ What
W hat once was friction/ tive. E
world." "What
W hat left a mark/ No longer stings/ Because Grace makes vious albums. The minimal cover art is premonitory of the
What
musical contents: simple but effective.
beauty/ Out of ugly things."
things.”

“U 2”from Page 9
"U2"from

Page 7
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~,Politics—
How will it all end?
B
y N
ancy B
enac
BENAC
NANCY
BY

Associated Press Writer

whimWASHINGTON (AP) - It could end with a whim
per or a wallop. 1
The end-game scenarios for America's
Americas to-be-determined presidential race range from a candidate's
candidate’s quiet
surrender to an escalating partisan battle that culminates
with an explosive showdown in Congress or the Supreme
Court.
The zigzag course of events since Election Day gives
pause to even the most intrepid of prognosticators.
W Bush are ·
Gore and Republican George W.
Al ·Gore
Democrat A1
from here to the
drawing up multiple-choice roadmaps ·from
Oval Office.
possibilities," said
"T
here’s an _untold number of possibilities,”
"There's
Robert M. Hardaway, a constitutional law professor at
the University of
Denver College of
sce"Each
Law. "E
ach sce
nario has its own 10
sub-alternatives that
branch out into
almost an infinite
number of alternaalterna
tives."
tives.”
plenAlthough plen
ty of unforeseen
twists and turns are
to be expected, here
are some possible
presroutes to a new pres
ident:
BUSH’S LEAD
BUSH'S
STANDS. This may
be ·the
the least complicompli
cated of all the sce
scenarios. Under this
end game, Gore at some point decides he cannot come
up with the additional ballots to erase Bush’s
Bush's 537-vote
lead in Florida. That decision could come if Gore loses
his multiple legal efforts ·to
to add more ballots to the
Florida vote, a battle that he could choose to end at any
contime or take all the way to the Supreme Court. A con
cession also could come if additional vote-counts fail to
give Gore an edge. "A
''Ass long as he gets his shot at the
he'd live with the
count in Florida, he’s
he's indicated he’d
results,” said Thomas M~n,
Mann, a scholar at the Brookings
results,"
withFlorida’s 25 electoral votes go to Bush with
Institution. Florida's
out further challenge.
GORE COMES UP WITH
W ITH MORE VOTES.
Through one or more Gore legal victories, the vote totals
under which Bush was certified as the winner in Florida
are · reopened. The big hurdle for Gore is the clock.
Florida’s electors are to be selected on Dec. 12 and cast
Florida's
their Electoral College ballots on Dec. 18. "W
e need to
"We
get the count of the ballots started,"
started,” says Gore attorney
"T h e longer we go on, the more days,
David Boies. "The
indeed, the more hours that slip by, the more difficult it
becomes.”
becomes." If Gore noses ahead in the vote count, then it
Bush's call whether to concede or throw up
would be Bush’s
legal challenges to a slate of Gore electors.
LEGISLATURE INTERVENES. Now things can
Florida’s Republican-controlled
really get murky. Florida's

Legislature is likely to call a special session to determine
the state’s
state's 25 electors - presumably pledged to Bush.
Bush’s brother, Jeb, is governor; he is encouraging the
Bush's
Legislature.
coµld
If the Legislature selects a Bush slate, Gore could
fight on in the courts, resulting in rival slates of Florida
electors being sent to Congress. The U.S. House and
Senate would have to decide which slate to recognize. To
reject a slate, both houses must agree. And since
Republicans will control the House, and Gore will have
the tie-breaking vote in a 50-50 Senate, there could be an
impasse in which neither slate was rejected. The question
"Ah,
could end
h,
ehd up being thrown to the Supreme Court. "A
have," says
what a three-dimensional Rubik’s
Rubik's Cube we have,”
Bush attorney Ben Ginsberg.
NO ELECTORAL MAJORITY. Now it is time for
constituBush and Gore to call in more battalions of constitu
scholars.
tional
disLegal experts dis
agree on what the
C
onstitution
Constitution
means when it
presisays
saY,_s the next presi
dent will be the
person who wins
"''aa majority of the
whole number of
Electors appointed." Some say
a candidate must
claim a majority of
the full 538 elecelec
toral votes. If that
view prevails, neinei
ther
candidate
could wirf without
Florida’s
elecFlorida's 25 elec
tors. And without
them, it would be up to the House to select the next
president and the Senate to pick the vice president. (One
plausible result: President Bush and Vice President
Joseph Lieberman.)
Other experts say that disputed electors could be left
out of the Electoral College total, reducing the size of the
majority needed to win. If that view prevails, Gore has a
majority of the electoral votes excluding Florida's.
Florida’s.
elec"T
h e whole things turns on what is an appointed elec
''The
tor,”
tor," said Walter Berns, a scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute. It looks like another question that
could be posed to the Supreme Court.
WILD CARDS. :fhe
The possibilities are limitless:
everything
from
the
chance
that outside lawsuits invaliinvali
everyrhing
date whole swaths of Florida votes to the notion that
members of the Electoral College switch their votes. For
example,
eii:ample, Democratic consultant Bob Beckel has said
con
that Republican electors around the nation should consider abstaining or switch their votes since Gore won the
Florida’s 25 electors, he would
popular vote. If Bush gets Florida's
have 271 electoral votes - just one more than the 270
needed to
to win. So if two Bush electors switched to Gore,
the two candidates would be tied, an idea that already
has provoked an uproar among Republicans.
'''Anybody
'Anybody who tries to persuade electors to do this
ought to accompany that with a promise of the witness
protection program,”
program," jokes Berns.
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Meanwhile,
Meanwhile,
a ...
in Canad
Canada...
in
•

Jean
jean Chretien Re-Elected as
Minister
inister
Canadian Prime M
DAVID
B
y D
a v id VREKEN
V re k e n
BY

Politics writer
In the shadows of a tight presidential election in America,
Canada had a federal election this past November 27. The
results, however, were nowhere near as close. Jean Chretien, the
leader of the Liberal party, was re-elected as Prime Minister of
•
Canada the night of elections.
democraThe Canadian political system is a parliamentary
padiamentary democra
cy. Much like the House of
America,
in
Representatives
Canadians in each
«ach riding '(like
(like a
county) vote for a Member of
representaParliament
Parliamc:nt (like a state representa
tive) who represents a party. The
party
p~rty with the most elected members
wms.
wins.
Unlike the House of Representatives in America, the leader
of the winning party becomes the leader of the country. Instead
of having a separate election to directly vote for a leader as in an ·
American presidential election, Canadians vote for their leader
indirectly by voting for a Member of Parliament and the party
he or she represents.
Another difference is that the Canadian federal election is
not necessarily called every four years. The Prime Minister has
el_ection is called, but parliament
up to five years before the next election
may vote to call one before those five years are completed. For
example, the last federal election in Canada was in 1997.
Therefore, the next election did not have to be called until
2002, but the Prime Minister and his leading party decided to
·
call one in 2000.
W hy did the Prime Minister call a federal election earlier
Why
than necessary? He knew he had a good chance of winning, and
he did. A big difference between Canadian politics and
American politics is that instead of two major parties there are
five - the Liberal party, the Progressive Conservative,party,
Conservative, party, the

Please see "Canada"
“Canada” on Page 2
Everything You Wanted to Know about
Canadian Politics But Were Afraid to Ask
· Vote for CRAP!
The Canadian Alliance party had a little trouble finding a
name. Since they wanted to unite the Progressive
Conservatives with the Reform party, they wanted to
name themselves the Conservative Reform Alliance party.
instant publicity.
The acronym certainly gave them _instant

A Separatist Peace
A
The Bloc Quebecois is a party devoted to making Quebec
into a separate nation. In other words, it is a party in
Canada that wants to get away from Canada. However,
electthis is not a party to be ignored. In 1993 they were elect
ed as the party of opposition - the second place party with a total of 53 seats. The Bloc Quebecois needs to be
given more credit than they receive. It’s
It's not very often
that an ethnic group that wants to overthrow its govern
government will agree to do it peaceably and through politics. It
is just short of incredible that Canada has never had a
Civil War despite the English and French tensions.
The Little Parties that Couldn’t
Couldn't
Here are some parties that are on the voting ballot that
never quite make it. Their names say it all.
* The
* The
* The

Communist party
Marxist-Leninist party
Marijuana party

aith .&
-faith
& Reason=Dece=mberS,2000
Reason—
Knowledge and communal con£
ession
confession
nal confession model.
is, in a way unrelated to his belief. Since the nition of knowledge is as follows:
While
W hile such a position does offer some publication
ublication of Gettier's
Gettier’s article, epistemology
promising biblical ("pre-modern")
(“pre-modern”) correccorrec has
as seen the revival of the search for an adeade S knows that p if and only if:
Consider the view of knowledge reprerepre tives on individualism and rationalism in quate definition of knowledge.
(i) p is true,
sented in the following series of quotations:
epistemology, it is centrally inadeinade
(ii) S believes p, and
quate because it precludes several
(iii) S has warrar.t
warrant for
"In
“In the contemporary cultural context, necessary conditions for the savsav
believing p.
the "first
“first philosophy"
philosophy” is no longer episte- ing Christian knowledge reprerepre
mology, but (theological) ethics."
ethics.”
sented in the New Testament.
Warrant is whatever it is,
-— Jonathan R. Wilson
First, by way of background
in addition to true belief,
understanding, let us take note of
enough of which constitutes
"Within
“W ithin this new paradigm, beliefs and · some historical
historical leading definidefini
knowtedge. Warrant
knowledge.
W arrant may
convictions are not denigrated as second- tions of knowledge. The classical
itself be or may include justijusti
class knowledge or opinions, but are definition of knowledge, which
fication, or it may be somesome
acknowledged as all we have got and all we prevailed from 400 B.C. (Plato)
thing else altogether, e.g.
... we always know for certain to 1962 A.D. (Gettier), is as folhave ever had
had...
fol
intrasystemic coherence, a
what is true;
true, because we are always in the lows:
reliable belief-forming mechmech
grip of some belief.”
belief."
anism, or proper function of
- Phillip D. Kenneson
—
S knows that p if and only if:
one's
ones noetic faculties in an
(i) p is true,
appropriate environment.
"By an antirepresentationalist account I
“By
(ii) S believes p, and
The bulk of post-Gettier
mean one which does not view knowledge as
(iii) S is justified in
epistemology (1962 until
a matter of getting reality right, but rather as
believing p.
today) has involved attempts
a matter of acquiring habits of action for
at detailing what counts as
coping with reality."
reality.”
Knowledge,
classically
warrant. More recently, since
-— Richard Rorty
defined, is simply justified true
around 1980, some philoso
philosobelief. Epistemology in the
phers have suggested that the
These quotations represent a pos1t1on
position lengthy era between Plato and
whole project of grounding
common today among prominent Christian Gettier was concerned mostly
individual knowledge in this
philosophers, theologians, and churchmen. with detailing what would consticonsti
way is just wrong-headed.
wrong-headed.
bet- tute justification.
It is a self-consciously post-modern, or bet
Should this community be allowed to decide its own truth?
Instead, it is argued,
ter put, an intended pre-modern way of
In the brief but landmark Jonathan R. Wilson thinks so. (Photo from 1999-2000 knowledge itself must be
conceiving knowledge. Epistemology itself, 1962 article "Is
“Is Justified True Tartan.)
redefined in terms of the etheth
broadly understood as the philosophical Belief Knowledge?"
Knowledge?” Edmund
ical life of a people group.
project of grounding knowledge, is criticized Gettier demonstrates that there
Knowledge is not a matter of
as naive, implausible, even immoral with exists a set of instances of justified true belief
Maiiy
M any attempts have been made at supsup a person’s
person's cognitive achievements;
achievements, but of the
respect to community life. Rorty, Kenneson, that do not seem to constitute knowledge. plying a fourth condition in addition to (i), common life and belief of a community.
Wilson, and others redefine knowledge itself The classical definition, then, is undermined (ii), and (iii) above that would provide nec
nec- Hence the birth of what we have called the
in terms of interpersonal trust, social ethics, by a set of
o f convincing counter-examples in essary and sufficient conditions for knowlknowl "communal
“communal confession"
confession” model of knowlknowl
and communal confession. Let us refer to each of which a subject holds a justified edge. In lieu of a determinate set of condi~dge, to which we ·shall
shall turn in the next
condi edge,
such an count of knowledge as a commuISSUe.
commu belief that is true in a "surprising"
“surprising” way, that tions, the standard post-Gettier formal defidefi . issue.
BY
B y MATT
M a t t NOVENSON
N ovenson

F&R staff writer

Churchgoing in chocolate-town
Clutcher; Davidson recall eperiences in Hershey, Pa. s
s Evangelical Free Church
Clutcher,
questions.”
meeting pastors, annoying pastors with my questions."
The end result was that she became a firm believer in
Reformed theology. She claims that the benefits of this
a ll of
o f you Chuck Swindoll fa
n s out there, -Todd
Todd change have been overwhelmingly gratifying. She mentions
For all
fans
denom inational profiles with
w ith a little specifically how she has come to have a much deeper appreWillison continues his denominational
appre
exploration into the Evangelical Free Church of
o f America, as ciation for several church practices.
seen through the eyes of
o f two Covenant students who have expeexpe
“Through
Concerning church membership she says, "Through
rien ced it first hand, Emily Clutcher and
an d Ryan Davidson.
rienced
Davidson.
my involvement with the Reformed church, I have under
underEmily Clutcher and Ryan Davidson both grew up in stood the importance of church membership, the imporimpor
the same Evangelical Free church in Hershey, Pennsylvania. tance of an official connection with the Body of Christ."
Christ.”
Remarkably, they both converted to the Reformed faith Concerning communion she says, ''I've
“I’ve only come to underunder
through unique circumstances.
communion
on
stand the importance and the gravity of communi.
For Clutcher, it was a matter of divine peer pressure. through my involvement with the Reformed church."
church.” And
“Our youth group was very large, about 200- concerning infant baptism she explains, "It
, She explains, "Our
“It just makes sense
300 people maybe. I got involved in Bible quizzing and to me. This is a covenant child of God and [the child] needs
crowd. Those to make a response to that calling either by walking in the
started hanging out with the home school crowd:
were the people who were thinking more and radically · faith or becoming an apostate child."
child.”
searching the Scriptures and usually had a solid foundation
Despite her enthusiastic embrace of the tenets of
benefit.”
at home. That really worked out to my benefit."
Reformed theology, she is not willing to divorce herself
Through the influence of some of those friends and the entirely from her Evangelical Free heritage. There are certain
exposure to the Word of God through Bible quizzing, aspects of her old tradition that she feels God can use to
Clutcher began to struggle with some profound theological affect and change_
change her new one. For instance, the Evangelical
age.
issues at a young age.
Free Church is an incredibly diverse tradition that manages
“In ninth grade,"
grade,” she says, "I
“I was memorizing Romans to bring together all kinds of different Christians to worship
"In
person under the same roof.
for Bible quizzing. I came to Romans 9 and I had a personGod’s sovereignty...
al crisis over God's
sovereignty... I started reading, started
“It seemed to be a melting pot of sorts,”
“I read
sort~," she says. "I
"It
B y TODD
T o d d WILLISON
W illis o n
BY

F&R writer

Page 9

statements of faith and a little bit of church background and
it was very bland, very accepting, really diverse.
“When I was there we had nine full-time pastors on a
"When
W ith such a loose statement of faith,
staff of fifty people. With
you could imagine how many different types were just in the
alone.”
staff alone."
She does not entirely look down on this aspect of her
former tradition. In fact, she describes a deep thankfulness
for her experience in that area.
“I am thankful I grew up in aa. different setting,”
setting," she
"I
“I understand the diversity of the body of Christ in
explains. "I
a way that some people here at Covenant do not. There is a
tendency in the Reformed tradition to see ourselves as the
only Christians in the world. We have to keep in mind that
dif
we have brothers and sisters in Christ that are extremely difpart of i:he
the Body. When we get out
ferent from us who are pa.rt
of this exclusively Reformed ·setting
setting we will be_
become
come more
and more grateful for the idea of the diversity of the body.”
body."
While similar to Clutcher, Ryan Davidson is possibly
even more enthusiastic about his discovery of Reformed thethe
ology and his separation from the Evangelical Free tradition
at Covenant. In describing his experience it seems difficult
for him to restrain his love for the Reformed faith.

Please see "Free
“Free Church"
Church” on Page 11
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Covenant
mustt grow
Cove nant mus
up as well as out

budg- erning growth projections may not be sufficiently realistic.
year's budg
In our last editorial, the Bagpipe talked about nex;t
next year’s
Our concern with selectivity
selectiviry requires some explanation. It
et pinch and the drive to recruit or retain 53 more students than ·
ques- does not appear that we are in much danger of lowering our SAT
projected. As promised, this piece will examine some related ques
or grade-point average requirements, but we may
that some bumps in the road may score standards _or
tions. Our editorial staff feels chat
Covenant's size makes
have already let slide other considerations. Covenant’s
indicate a disconnect between the students and administration.
The Bagpipe has already supported the positive side of the curcur it possible to evaluate applicants in terms of personal motivations
ques- and attitudes. Real academic growth requires an inquisitive and
rent admissions drive, but this editorial is going to ask so)lle
some ques
"smart" one. Moreover, our
te:i.chable student body, not just a “smart”
tions. We feel that
chat the questions need to be addressed, because it teachable
dury to consider
may be that the fiscal squeeze of the upcoming year is just the peculiar Christian commitment makes it our duty
aca- ·
communiry and not simply as aca
beginning of more serious privations that our current course of applicants as members of the community
growth may entail. We are confident that the administration has demic units. An admissions department focused on growth will
find it increasingly difficult to keep such
many of the same concerns, but we
______
factors in mind.
____________________
fear that such qualms have been
We can understand the threat to intiinti
ignored all too often of late.
insermacy on campus by analogy to the inser
B
a g p ip e E
d it o r ia l
EDITORIAL
BAGPIPE
In short, our concern is that any
tion
tion_of business into personal relationship:
recruit
sense of an officially sponsored recruitit is probable that if our program of growth
ment and retainment drive is one
aspect of a new dynamic slowly making its presence known at ever makes it necessary to fill seats, the college will be giving up a
53-stu . vital element of its relationship with its students. Developing a
Covenant. That dynamic manifests itself not only in the 53-stuCovenant's
communiry depends in part on Covenant’s
dent drive, but also in large-scale, long-term expansion plans, and respectable intellectual community
in efforts to advertise Covenant as a competitor to academically success in resisting the transformation of students into consumers,
prestigious schools. There is certainly an ethos of growth drifting a cancer endemic in American higher education. To the extent that
mentaliry, it is not growth at all.
about from Probasco Hall to the Ashe Center, suggesting that our growth encourages such a mentality,
We need to resist a slavish pursuit of the kind of academic
Covenant should aim toward becoming large (or at least less
commuachievement preached by the greater American collegiate commu
small).
parnity. Before it pushes for growth, Covenant should develop a par
Covenant’s unique atmosphere depends heavily on its niry.
But Covenant's
intimacy - it is a college where professors are accessible, the student ticular, well-defined set of distinctives, a map that clearly defines
intimacycommunity has a pulse, and members of the administration like the ways in which we use our education as a means to live in the
communiry
instituthe students, and even invite them over to dinner sometimes. Church with each other. We are not just members of an institu
interesting place: we have an active tion of higher learning, but members of the body of Christ. This
Covenant finds itself in an interesting
canrypes of growth that other schools can
community to be sure, but are in transition - expandexpand gives us freedom to pursue types
intellectual communiry
ouring our academic programs and ·developing
developing an identiry
identity as a good not, and should give us perspective from which to evaluate our
school for the liberal arts. We also have an obligation to create an selves.
We can learn about service: a small group of students excited
environment that is not simply intellectual, but also reflects the
about the possibilities of the Practical Service program could
Church, and specifically our governing church, the PCA.
tranNo one will dissent if the Bagpipe suggests that there are breathe life into an old institution. We could learn about tran
peoplac'e where young peo
many different ways to grow in our current situation. We need to scending differences: Covenant could be a place
expan ple are not segregated by age, where students could become friends
be careful with physical growth, as well as any other kind of expanstuis threefold: In addition to the obvious with members of other generations. We could have the best stu
sion. The danger here is'
financial risks, we risk becoming less selective and threaten the dent newspaper in the southeast.
readily
These thoughts are in an open editorial because we readily
intimacy on campus.
On a simply financial level, it is more -difficult
difficult to start - or recognize that the most vital life of any institution comes from the
up. The burden of Covenants
Covenant's future rests on the shoulders
expecta bottom up.The
expand - a college today than in the recent past, because expectafaculry, and
tions are different and there are already a plethora of colleges. As of the students at least as much as it rests on the board, faculty,
Covenant attempts to create a firm academic reputation, we are staff.
That said, the administration sets a great deal of the tone of
competing against old, heavily endowed colleges. If we continue
to raise tuition in that ·pursuit,
pursuit, we will price ourselves into compecompe the school, and treating students like consumers by our admissions
tition with more established schools, and lose students. We process is very bad business. We at Covenant College need to be
assume that this particular scenario has been addressed by the sure that we are growing up as well as out.
gov
comminee, but are concerned that our govboard and planning committee,
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“In
"In everything _set them an example by
doing what is good. In your teaching show
integrity, seriousness and soundness of
speech that cannot be condemned, so that
those who oppose you may be ashamed
because they have nothing bad to say about
»
us."
U
S.
- Titus 2:7-8
newspaThe Bagpipe is the official student newspa
writper of Covenant College. It has been writ
stuten, edited and funded completely by stu
dents since 1960, and is designed as an
ongoing, practical learning experience for
its staff.
staff's goal that the Bagpipe be well
It is the staff’s
written and fair, thoughtful and imaginative
- an excellent source of information. We
hope that such journalism will spur students
to Christ-like thought and action. Finally,
we hope this paper will be a “window
"window to the
world”,
world", allowing Covenant students, faculty
and administration to take a closer look at
creation - and at our own backyard.

The Bagpipe welcomes all sorts of assistance
in our efforts through articles, guest
columns or "letters
letters to the editors. Letters to
artithe editors must be signed. Letters and arti
cles should be submitted to Box 287 or
mesh@covenant.edu
mesh@co;enant.edu one week prior to each
publication date. The editors reserve the
right to edit all submissions for clarity,
clariry, style
and space.
The Bagpipe
c/o Covenant College
14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, Georgia 30750
(706) 820820-1560
1560 ext. 1602
Fax: (706) 820-2165
mesh@covenant.edu
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''Free
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“Free Church"
Church”from

Gored to death

"I
better," Davidson says. I like the com
“I like the worship in the Reformed church much better,”
community
m
unity much better. I like the church government much better. I like the approach to pro
programs much better.”
better."
For Davidson, the Reformed church is simply "much
“much better"
better” than the Evangelical Free
Church. He explains, “Almost
''Almost ever since I've
I’ve been there [Evangelical Free], I haven't
haven’t been real
real... For a long time I1 thought it was just boring.”
ly happy
happy...For
boring."

It'ss tim
timee to call this election a wrap
It’
B y JJOSHUA
o s h u a BIRD
B ird
BY

Commentary writer
In the latest polls taken on campus,
zero percent of elderly Jewish Covenant
students who voted for both Al
A1 Gore and
Pat Buchanan think that Gore should
concede the election. Legitimacy can
often be found in the least expected
places.
On a more serious note
... in a tele
note...
televised speech last week, Gore pleaded with
the American people for a “single,
"single, full,
and accurate count."
count.” Which begs the
question, what were the first three counts?
Also, what determines a single, full and
accurate count? Is it when every disqualidisquali
fied vote is counted? Is it when every Gore
vote is counted twice?
The idea that a recount in three
Florida counties should determine the
entire presidential race is somehow disdis
tasteful. If Gore wanted a truly full and
truly accurate recount he would ask for a
statewide or even nationwide recount of
vbtes. Gore may think "a
votes.
“a vote is a human
voice, a statement of human principal,
and we must not let those voices be
silenced,"
silenced,” but apparently only if you
voted for him.
Surely, if Gore thinks that he can
_.J.:.,.

:...,J

,/,

•'•I

cover the 537-vote spread recounting in
primarily Democratic counties, enough
ballots with the infamous pregnant, dim
dimpled or hanging chad could be found in
primarilyprim
arily Republican counties to pull
Bush back into the lead. The entire Gorecampaign case for repeated recounts in
these handful of counties is based upon
the premise that the non-counting or disdis
qualification of ballots is an isolated event
particular to Miami-Dade or Broward
counties.
The counting of ballots has passed
both the deadline set by Florida law, and
the later date set by the Florida Supreme
Court. (It is, however, inappropriate rabid
Republican paranoia which
wllich attributes
some maniacal machinations to Gore's
Gore’s
attempts to win the presidential election
after the fact - unless it turns out that Kofi
Annan, an official of the European Union
or some Chinese communist is in charge
of recounting votes.) It is understandable
that it is more painful to lose by · the
slimmest of margins than to lose in a
landslide. However, whether one voted
for Gore, Bush, or Buchanan, it must
seem reasonable to call the election after
three court rulings, three recounts, and
·
two election certifications.
;

t o C rfjoi • ;,.f m

Davidson's commitment to the Reformed faith might be explained by the somewhat dras
Davidson’s
drastic circumstances surrounding the way he discovered it. During his middle school years,
Davidson was in danger of totally rejecting the Christian faith in favor of the more popular
road that his peers were beginning to pursue. A home Bible study with his father, whic,1
whic.i led to
his conversion to Reformed theology, didn't
didn’t just improve his Christian life, it rescued it.
"I
“I was just about ready to ditch Christianity as a whole,"
whole,” he recalls. ''Then
“Then I realized it was
the Free Church’s
Church's Christianity I was going to ditch."
ditch.”
.
From that point on Davidson, along with Clutcher, was like an underground Reformer at
the Free Church, just waiting for his chance to get out. "I
“I knew I had to go to a Reformed
school. Covenant seemed like the only real option."
option.”
.
,
However, it should not be suggested that Davidson has found absolutely no value in his
E.F.C. background. He says, "The
“The thing I would salvage from the Free Church is an emphasis
on experience and I really want to qualify that. When they talk about experience there is no
theological implication there. It is purely subjective. Still, I think that the idea that Christianity
is experiential is SOJ?ething
something that they have better than any of the Reformed people I have met.
"Something
well,"
Something else that the Free Church did w
ell,” he continues, "was
“was their strong emphasis
on personal piety. It was deeply confused. I'm
I’m not really sure they knew why they were doing
what they were doing. But it was very clear that there were certain things that Christians don't
don’t
.it the Free Church you just don’t
do. Lots of behavior that I've
I’ve seen here, at
that.”
don't do that."
Both Clutcher and Davidson have found the transition to Covenant College from a dif
different denominational background immensely easy and enjoyable. “I
"I was ready for it and I
want'
ed it,"
says·. "I
wanted
it,’ Clutcher says.
“I didl).'t
didn’t know what a Psalter was and I’d
I'd never seen an infant bap
bapti~ni but I was ready for it. I was waiting to come to Covenant to experience those things and
tism
I have been blessed through them."
them.”
"II think think
it has itbeen
Davidson
says. "I
have
has great,"
been great,”
Davidson
says.
“I been
have attending
been attending
Reformed
Presbyterian
Reformed
Presbyterian
· Church since I got here. It is pretty much everything our church (Evangelical Free) isn't.
isn’t. It's
It’s
small, it’s
it's Reformed, it has a much higher church feel to it, solid preaching, and communion
every week. It has really helped me adjust
a~just to college life.”
life."
-from
-From the looks of it, aside from their helpful insights into the Evangelical Free tradition,
Emily Clutcher and Ryan Davidson are now two very happy, very Reformed Covenant students
who J<?P.
hope~,.fo
to m~>VI!
move _beyond
beyo~d the limits of their background and _carve out a new destiny in a very
Presbyterian way.
way. '

If the PCA had commissioned the Sistine Chapel ceiling
ceiling...
...
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How scoring machines Sheldon Grizzle and Stephen Strawbridge helped turn the Scots into tournament champs
By T
im M
o n tg o m e ry
MONTGOMERY
TIM
BY

Sports writer
W ith all the goal-scoring the Scots did this year, it
With
comes as no surprise to see that Sheldon Grizzle and Stephen
Strawbridge finished near the top of the charts as leading in
points for goals and assists in the Appalachian Athletic
Conference.
Grizzle had 22 goals, 7 assists and Strawbridge had 10
goals and 11 assists by the end of the year. And Grizzle
scored 8 of those 22 goals in the post season, helping his
•. team to win the AAC conference title.
But scoring points is nothing new for these two. In
high school, they were both accustomed to playing good,
hard, consistent offense that demanded respect. Grizzle still
holds the Florida statestate• record with 8 consecutive hat-tricks
(that’s three goals in one game), while Strawbridge holds the
(that's
unofficial record for most assists with 89. Both Floridians
comare proving do even more damage by teaming up and com
.
bining their efforts for Covenant.
W
hat has been different for the duo this year? Did they
What
spend countless hours training this summer? Were they on
What
a special diet? W
hat was the secret?
1 he
The answer, Strawbridge and Grizzle say, is simple. The
Floridians don't
don’t seem to take a great deal of personal credit
for their many goals and assists, but instead focus primarily
"I've just been a part of a lot of the plays this
on the team. “I’ve
year,”
year," says Strawbridge as he reflected on the season.
“being in the right place at the right
According to Grizzle, "being
time definitely helps."
helps.”
The two are exceedingly humble about all of their stats.

easy,
“Assists
says
''Assists are easy,”
“you just pass it.
it ·
Strawbridge, "you
to someone else and let them
scoring."
do the scoring.”
“M y teammates just put
"My
me in good position this
year," adds Grizzle.
year,”
The successful year has
certainly been a product of
individteamwork, and not individ
ual accomplishment. Matt
Jelly and Tim Cobb are right
behind these two on the
point charts, while the
defense has allowed very few
goals per game.
Four different Covenant
players made the AAC All
Conference teams. Both of
the Floridians made Second
Team All Conference, while
M
ike Krom and Matt
M att
Mike
Potoshnik both made First
Team All Conference.
Only four seniors were
lost from last year, which
year's team to
caused this year’s
have a little more experience.
“We didn't
didn’t graduate that
"We
many players last year. We

just play well together this
year,”
year," says Grizzle. And with
only four seniors leaving this
well,. it seems that next
year as well,
get
hould see the Scots getyear ·sshould
ting even better.
didn't
But experience didn’t
seem to be the only difference.
According to Strawbridge,
“there
"there was a whole different
attitude to the team this year.
People stepped up from the
bench and made things happen.
pen."

Covenant soccer players
Stephen Strawbridge
(left) and Sheldon
celebratoGrizzle share a celebrato
11-1
ry embrace during a 11-1
win over LaGrange
College in October.
of
(Photo courtesty of
goscots. com)

ng injuries
Lady Scots overcomi
overcoming
By D
a v id PHILLIPS
P h i llip s
DAVID
BY

Flying Home ForThe Holidays?
(O r For Any Other Reason!)
ReasonI)
(Or
you’re flying out of Atlanta or Nashville,
If you're
save time, trouble
and money!
Express Shuttle
of Chattanooga
will take you
right to your flight!
• 15 departures every day
to Atlanta and Nashville

The loss of starter Nola Muir for the
unquestionseason due to a knee injury has unquestion
ably hurt the Covenant Basketball Lady
Scots. They responded to that devastation
by losing their first three games this season,
including a loss to Appalachian Athletic
Conference opponent Bluefield College.
However, since the loss to Bluefield on
November 11th, the Lady Scots have manman
aged a rally, stringing together wins in five of
confertheir last six games and going 3-1 in confer
ence play.
Before the loss of Muir, the Lady Scots
were ranked tied for sixth in the conference
in a preseason coaches'
coaches’ poll. Right now they
are slighdy
slightly ahead of that pace, as they are
above .500 in both their conference (3-2)

a

confer
and overall (5-4) records. So far in conference play, they have lost only to Bluefield,
who was ranked tied with Covenant for
sixth in the preseason, and
and to Virginia
Intermont, who was ranked fourth.
Meanwhile, they have defeated 5th-ranked
King College, #10 UVA-Wise, and #11
Bryan.
Clair Lowe is a big reason for the ladies'
ladies’
recent streak. She has scored at least 19
points in each of the ladies'
ladies’ games this sea
season and has stepped up in her role as team
leader again this season, leading the team in
scoring and in rebounds.
The Lady Scots have only four games
this month and only one conference game
against M
illigan, who was ranked second in
Milligan,
the AAC prior to the season. The ladies also
play Lee University on December 14. The
rlay
Scots lost to Lee in the first game of the year.

Men lose Jackson in season's
season’s first minute
another potentially dismal season.
aren’t as bad as they may
Yet things aren't
seem. W
hile the Scots'
Scots’ overall record stands
While
vicbasket- at three wins and six losses, two of their vic
men's basket
Dogged by injuries, the men’s
ball Scots have struggled through the early tories came against conference opponents,
giving them a 2-2 conference mark. As long
part of their season.
conferThe Scots were already picked by the as the team continues to do well in confer
its season is far from being over or
11 AAC coaches to
to finish
finish last
last in the
the conferconfer · ence play, its.season
ence before the season even started, but now dismal. · .
W
ithout Jackson, the Scots have turned
Without
they may have an excuse to do so. Injuries
are again plaguing the team, especially since to Dave Dennison for their main scoring
star Calvin Jackson tore his ACL in the first punch and to several talented freshmen for
minute of the season in a 103-91 loss at Lee help from the bench. The men have four
University. Jackson, the team’s
scor games in the month of December including
team's leading scorer last year, must now watch from the sideside one more against conference opponent
M illigan College at home on December 5th.
lines as his team trudges onward through Milligan
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